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A late jet rebrightening revealed from multi-wavelength monitoring of the black hole candidate XTE J1752–223
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ABSTRACT
We present optical monitoring of the black hole candidate XTE J1752–223 during its 2009–2010 outburst and decay to quiescence. The optical light curve can be described by an exponential decay followed by a plateau, then a more rapid fade towards quiescence. The plateau appears to be due to an extra component of optical emission that brightens and then fades over ~40 days. We show evidence for the origin of this optical ‘flare’ to be the synchrotron jet during the decaying hard state, and we identify and isolate both disc and jet components in the spectral energy distributions. The optical flare has the same morphology and amplitude as a contemporaneous X-ray rebrightening. This suggests a common origin, but no firm conclusions can be made favouring or disfavouring the jet producing the X-ray flare. The quiescent optical magnitudes are B ≥ 20.6, V ≥ 21.1, R ≥ 19.5, i′ ≥ 19.2. From the optical outburst amplitude we estimate a likely orbital period of < 22 h. We also present near-infrared (NIR) photometry and polarimetry and rare mid-infrared imaging (8 – 12 μm) when the source is nearing quiescence. The fading jet component, and possibly the companion star may contribute to the NIR flux. We derive deep mid-IR flux upper limits and NIR linear polarization upper limits. With the inclusion of radio data, we measure an almost flat jet spectral index between radio and optical; Fν ∝ ν⁻¹·⁰·⁵. The data favour the jet break to optically thin emission to reside in the infrared, but may shift to frequencies as high as the optical or UV during the peak of the flare.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the first detections of X-ray transients in the 1960s, monitoring the X-ray evolution of their outbursts has been an active field of research (e.g. Evans, Belian & Conner 1974; Chen, Shrader & Livio 1997). Now it is known that multi-wavelength studies, from radio to γ-ray, over various timescales from milliseconds to decades, can help to explain these objects in detail. Contemporaneous X-ray/radio monitoring of black hole X-ray binary (BHXB) outbursts have revealed correlated behaviour which firmly links the properties of the inflowing matter with those of the outflow in the form of jets (e.g. Tananbaum et al. 1974; Hannikainen et al. 1998; Corbel et al. 2000; 2003; Gallo, Fender & Pooley 2003; Kording, Fender & Migliari 2004; Kalenic et al. 2006). The optical/infrared (OIR) emission from the outer accretion disc and the jet are also correlated with the X-ray properties on long (weeks–months) and short (less than seconds) timescales (e.g. Motch et al. 1985; Eikenberry et al. 1998; Russell et al. 2006; Casella et al. 2011).

In recent years a global picture has been developed (Fender, Belloni & Galis 2004; Fender, Homan & Belloni 2004) in which the X-ray luminosity, hardness and history are indicative of the radio characteristics. When the X-ray spectrum is hard (the ‘hard state’; historically the ‘low/hard state’), a steady, compact jet is launched, which has a flat-spectrum ($\alpha \approx 0$ where $F_\nu \propto \nu^\alpha$) from radio to infrared frequencies produced by optically thick, self-absorbed synchrotron emission. At some higher frequency, possibly in the OIR domain (Markoff, Falcke & Fender 2001; Markoff et al. 2003; Heinz & Sunyaev 2003), this emission breaks to an optically thin spectrum, with $\alpha \approx -0.6$. The break defines the minimum total energy contained in the jet, its location in the spectrum has only been directly observed or inferred to exist in the infrared in a few BHXBs (Corbel & Fender 2002; Coriat et al. 2009; Rahoui et al. 2011; Gandhi et al. 2011) and is uncertain in most sources.

The jet appears to be quenched at both radio and OIR regimes when the X-ray spectrum is soft (the soft, or ‘high/soft’ X-ray state; e.g. Gallo et al. 2003; Homan et al. 2004; Fender et al. 2009). In the last few years it has been shown that as well as the radio behaviour, the OIR properties (flux and colour) of some sources can now also be predicted from the X-ray properties (and vice versa; Coriat et al. 2009; Russell et al. 2011b). These correlations between the different components of the system help us to understand the process of accretion onto compact objects and jet formation in BHXBs.

XTE J1752–223 is an X-ray transient discovered by the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) and Swift satellites in 2009 October (Markwardt et al. 2009). The outburst lasted ~ 8 months and was observed by the Monitor of All-sky X-ray Image (MAXI) and RXTE satellites (Nakahira et al. 2010; Shaposhnikov et al. 2011) at X-ray energies, Swift (Curran et al. 2011, hereafter C11) at X-ray and optical/UV (the optical counterpart was discovered by Torres et al. 2009a). Faulkes Telescope and SMARTS at OIR (Russell et al. 2010a; Kalenic et al. 2011) and the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA), the European VLBI Network (EVN), the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) and the Expanded Very Large Array (EVLA) at radio frequencies (Brockeopp et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2011; Miller-Jones et al. 2011, Jonker et al. in preparation). The source evolved from a hard X-ray state to a soft state and back to a hard state at a lower luminosity before fading towards quiescence; overall showing a behaviour typical for a BHXB outburst (Fender et al. 2004; Belloni 2011). A mildly relativistic radio jet (Yang et al. 2011; Miller-Jones et al. 2011) was also reported. The source was suggested to be a black hole candidate due to its state evolution and its state dependent X-ray fast timing properties (Muñoz-Darias et al. 2010; Shaposhnikov et al. 2010). Here we present multi-waveband optical monitoring during the decay of the outburst of XTE J1752–223 towards quiescence. Together with X-ray, IR and radio observations, we constrain the contribution and spectrum of the accretion disc and the jet to these wavelengths and follow their evolution throughout the outburst decay. In Section 2 we describe the data and its reduction. The multi-wavelength evolution of the outburst is analyzed in Section 3, in which we construct spectral energy distributions (SEDs), attempt to isolate disc and jet emission, test for optical–X-ray correlations and discuss the results. We summarize our findings in Section 4.

OBSERVATIONS

2.1 Faulkes Telescopes optical monitoring

The outburst decay of XTE J1752–223 was regularly monitored with the 2-m Faulkes Telescopes (FTs) North and South, located at Haleakala on Maui and Siding Spring, Australia, respectively, as part of an ongoing monitoring campaign of ~ 30 low-mass X-ray binaries (Lewis et al. 2008). Images in Bessell B, V and Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) i-bands (mostly 100-sec exposures each) were made every ~ 3 days from 2010 March 22 until 2010 July 15, continuing less regularly until 2010 October 20, totalling 206 images in seven months. The cameras EM01 (on FT North) and EM03 (on FT South) were used; both have 2048 × 2048 pixels binned 2 × 2 into effectively 1024 × 1024 pixels. The field of view (FOV) is 4.7 × 4.7 and the pixel scale is 0.278"/pixel$^{-1}$. Bias subtraction and flat-fielding were performed via the automatic pipelines. We identify the optical counterpart of XTE J1752–223 as a star fading by > 2.6 magnitudes over the observing period, at a position consistent with that reported by C11; Miller-Jones et al. (2011). The counterpart is detected until 2010 July 15, after which detections become ambiguous due to its faintness and proximity to field stars of similar magnitude. In Fig. 1 we present high resolution optical and NIR finding charts (for wider field, lower resolution optical finding charts see C11; Miller-Jones et al. 2011).

Photometry was performed on the BHXB and the three field stars using PHOT in Iraf, adopting a 0.83"/pixel$^{-1}$ aperture, optimized to contain the maximum flux from XTE J1752–223 while minimizing the contamination from the close field.
stars. For this reason we discarded all data with poor seeing (> 1.7'). We calibrated the field using Landolt standard stars observed on a number of dates and adopted the transformation to SDSS i'-band from R and I described in Jordi, Grebel & Ammon (2006). The error on the absolute calibration is ~ 0.1 mag for each filter. The light curves are presented in Fig. 2 (upper panel) and discussed in Section 3.

2.2 Swift UVOT optical monitoring

Swift UltraViolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT; Roming et al. 2004) data have been pre-processed at the Swift Data Center (see Breeveld et al. 2010) and require only minimum user processing. The image data of each filter, from each observation sequence, i.e., with a given observation ID, were summed using uvotimsum. Photometry of the source in individual sequences is derived via uvotmaghist, using an extraction region of radius 2.5' (to minimize contamination from close field stars; see Section 3). Magnitudes are based on the UVOT photometric system, which differs from the Bessell system by \( V - v < 0.04 \) and \( B - b < 0.04 \) for all reasonable spectral indices (Poole et al. 2008). \( v \) and \( b \)-band light curves are shown in Fig. 2.

2.3 William Herschel Telescope near-infrared data

On 2010 July 1 (MJD 55378.0) we observed XTE J1752–223 with the Long-slit Intermediate Resolution Infrared Spectrograph (LIRIS) in imaging polarimetry mode on the 4.2-m William Herschel Telescope (WHT) at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos, La Palma, Spain. Conditions were excellent with a seeing of 0.6–0.8". The total on source exposure times were 240 sec in near-IR (NIR) H-band and 360 sec in Ks-band. The Wollaston prism splits the incoming light into four simultaneous images, one at each of the four polarization angles; 0°, 45°, 90° and 135°; the FOV for each angle is 4' × 1'. Images were reduced with THELI (Erben et al. 2003) using a series of dome flat fields taken at two dome rotations 90° apart, to minimize polarization introduced from the flat fields (biases are determined automatically before every exposure and immediately subtracted). Reduced images were aligned and combined in IRAF. Both the BHXB and the close star 0.8" to the north were detected and resolved (see Fig. 1, lower panels). Total fluxes and polarization Stokes parameters were derived (see Barrena, Acosta-Pulido & Manchado 2008) for XTE J1752–223 and several field stars in the 2MASS catalogue.

Using 2MASS stars for flux calibration, we find \( H = 15.6 \pm 0.1; K_s = 15.2 \pm 0.1 \) mag for XTE J1752–223 (dates are indicated in the light curve; Fig. 2) and \( H = 15.5 \pm 0.1; K_s = 15.2 \pm 0.1 \) for the close star. The level of polarization \( P_h = \frac{H - S}{H + S} \times 100\% \) is < 30 per cent in H-band and \( P_{K_s} < 29 \) per cent in Ks-band (3σ upper limits). Instrumental polarization is measured to be no greater than ~ 1 per cent (Barrena et al. 2008). These results are discussed in Section 3.7.

2.4 Very Large Telescope mid-infrared data

Mid-IR observations with the Very Large Telescope (VLT) were acquired on 2010 July 10, 11 and 12 (Programme ID 086.D-0610). The VLT Imager and Spectrometer for mid Infrared (VISIR) instrument on UT3 (Melipal) was used in small-field imaging mode, with a FOV of 19.2" × 19.2" and a pixel scale of 0.075" pixel\(^{-1}\). Observations were performed in three mid-IR filters; PAH1 (8.2 – 9.0 μm), SIV (10.3 – 10.7 μm) and J12.2 (11.7 – 12.2 μm). The observation log and results are shown in Table 1. With overheads, the total time including chopping/nodding was 65 min on each date. The data were reduced using the VISIR pipeline. Raw images were recombined and sensitivities were estimated based on standard star observations (the calibrators HD133774, HD178345 and HD217902 were observed). The rms we measure in the images agrees (typically to within 10–30 per cent) with the expected sensitivities estimated from the standard stars. XTE J1752–223 was not detected; the deep upper limits given in Table 1 are derived from the rms in a region centred on the position of XTE J1752–223.

Figure 1. High resolution optical and NIR finding charts. North is up, east to the left. Upper: 40′′ × 40′′ Faulkes I′-band image from 2010 July 15 (the seeing was 0.9′′). The 0.31" Swift UVOT error circle of XTE J1752–223 (white circle) and star B, are marked (C11), as are three field stars used for relative photometry. A faint field star (R = 19.9 ± 0.1; I′ = 19.2 ± 0.1) lies 0.8′ to the north of XTE J1752–223. Lower: 20′′ × 20′′ WHT/LIRIS images on 2010 July 1 in H-band and Ks-band (seeing 0.6–0.8′′).
Table 1. VLT/VISIR observation log and flux upper limits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>MJD</th>
<th>Airmass</th>
<th>Total exposure time on source / seconds</th>
<th>Derived flux density (mJy; 3σ upper limits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.59 μm</td>
<td>10.49 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-07-10</td>
<td>55387.1</td>
<td>1.02–1.06</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-07-11</td>
<td>55388.1</td>
<td>1.02–1.08</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-07-12</td>
<td>55389.2</td>
<td>1.12–1.24</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>55387–9</td>
<td>1.02–1.24</td>
<td>1623</td>
<td>2121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Outburst light curves. The dotted vertical lines are X-ray state transitions as reported by Shaposhnikov et al. (2010). Upper: Optical, NIR and mid-IR data. The dates of the mid-IR and NIR observations are marked by vertical black lines. ATel #2805 refers to Corral-Santana et al. (2010). Lower: X-ray data (3σ detections). cps = counts per second.

2.5 X-ray data

The RXTE Proportional Counter Array (PCA) and Swift Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) both monitored XTE J1752–223 during its outburst. The Swift BAT 15–50 keV count rates from the hard X-ray transient monitor are made publicly available by the Swift BAT team. The RXTE PCA 3–20 keV X-ray net count rate was extracted with standard procedures (see e.g. Muñoz-Darias et al. 2010, Motta, Muñoz-Darias & Belloni 2010, Stiele et al. 2011).

The count rate light curves (3σ detections) are shown in Fig. 2 (lower panel).

In order to perform spectral analysis in the decaying hard state, we fitted PCA spectra between 3 and 40 keV. XSPEC V. 11.3.2 was used to fit the spectra. We used the phabs model in XSPEC to describe absorption. Following Muñoz-Darias et al. (2010) we used an absorbed (equivalent Hydrogen column value of $n_H = 7.2 \times 10^{21}$ cm$^{-2}$) broken power law plus a gaussian component to describe a broad
iron emission line. The centroid energy of the line was restricted to 6.4 and 6.7 keV and the line width was restricted to 0.01 and 0.5 keV to prevent artificial broadening due to the response of RXTE/PCA around 6.4 keV. No additional reflection component is required to obtain a good fit and no high energy cutoff below 40 keV was needed. Where it was not possible to constrain the energy of the break of the broken power law accurately, we used a simple power law to fit the spectra. Only in some cases the iron line was not necessary to obtain acceptable fits.

Following the method of Belloni & Hasinger (1990), the RXTE PCA fractional rms was computed within the frequency bands 0.1–64 Hz and 0.005–1 Hz. The latter, low frequency band was used to achieve accurate rms estimates even at low PCA count rates. PCA channels 0–35 (2–15 keV) were used for computing the rms.

3 RESULTS

3.1 The outburst decay

The outburst was initially monitored at optical and UV frequencies with the Swift UVOT (C11). Near the start of the outburst XTE J1752–223 was bright; V ∼ 17 (at the end of 2009 October). The Faulkes Telescope optical monitoring began on 2010 March 22 (MJD 55277) when the BHXB was in a soft X-ray state; the source had faded to V ∼ 21.4 mag (Swift) on 2010 March 27 – April 4 (MJD 55282 – 55295; Shaposhnikov et al. 2010). The transition is also visible by an increasing X-ray light curve (see also Corral-Santana et al. 2010).

The state transitions are clear in the X-ray light curve as a prominent fade and subsequent brightening of the Swift BAT hard X-ray flux. Near the end of the outburst a reflare is seen in the RXTE PCA light curve lasting ∼ 30–40 d, just before both optical and X-ray rapidly dropped towards quiescence.

3.2 Spectral energy distributions

In order to assess the disc and jet contributions to the OIR (C11; Kalemci et al. 2011) and mid-IR fluxes, we construct SEDs from various stages of the outburst (Fig. 3). To derive the de-reddened fluxes we adopt an interstellar absorption of $n_H = (5.13 \pm 0.03) \times 10^{21}$ cm$^2$ (C11) which corresponds to an optical extinction $A_V = 2.87$ (we use the extinction law of Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis 1989).

Radio, NIR and optical observations were taken within five days of each other, soon after the discovery of A jet rebrightening in XTE J1752–223
the outburst, when XTE J1752–223 was in a bright, hard state (Brocksopp et al. 2009; Torres et al. 2009b; Miller-Jones et al. 2011; C11). We plot these data in Fig. 3 (SED [1]; black crosses). The OIR emission is consistent with a power law of spectral index $\alpha_{\text{OIR}} \sim +1.0$ from F-band to K-band, a blue spectrum indicative of a blackbody, very likely the outer regions of the (possibly irradiated) accretion disc (e.g. Hynes 2003). The extrapolation of the flat spectrum seen at radio frequencies ($\alpha_{\text{radio}} \sim 0$) is close to the K-band flux density, so the jet is unlikely to contribute much of the emission above this frequency. An optical SED from one date soon after, in the hard state (using data from C11; Miller-Jones et al. 2011) appears slightly bluer (SED [2]; purple open squares). An optical SED from the soft state (FT V,R,i′-bands) is also blue; $\alpha_{\text{OIR}} \sim 0.5$ (SED [3]; orange diamonds in Fig. 3).

During the hard state outburst decay, radio data were acquired (Miller-Jones et al. 2011) and two detections were within a few days of FT optical observations. These SEDs are shown as grey open triangles and black open squares in Fig. 3 ([4] and [5]). The observed radio to optical (i′-band) spectral index for both is $\alpha = +0.1$, slightly inverted, and typical of high state BHXBs (Fender 2001; Russell et al. 2004).

The NIR WHT data were acquired within 1.5 days of FT B,V,R,i′ data during the hard state decay; this SED ([6]; green solid squares in Fig. 3) is fainter and redder ($\alpha_{\text{OIR}} \sim -0.2$ between B and K$_S$-bands) than the SED on the hard state rise, as may be expected as the outer disc cools and redens. However, the OIR SED is too flat for an outer disc, and a peculiar excess in H-band is hard to account for. The SED may originate in the jet (as also suggested by Kalemci et al. 2011, from NIR data taken during the soft-to-hard transition) or perhaps partly from the companion star. If the jet is dominating the NIR excess, the H-band flux is too bright for a standard flat or optically thin synchrotron spectrum. However, similar SEDs have been reported (e.g. Lewis et al. 2010) and the spectral shape of the NIR excess could be explained by the jet base (Markoff, Nowak & Wilms 2003) or a cooling feature in the jet (Pe’er & Casella 2002). SED [1] also shows a similar H–K$_S$ colour, but that SED was acquired from a different telescope so it is unlikely to be a common calibration issue (and the effect of an incorrect extinction cannot account for the spectral shape here in the IR). The exposure times of the non-simultaneous H and K$_S$ observations were a few minutes, so short-term variability may dominate the fluxes (OIR variability can be high on these timescales; Casella et al. 2010; Gandhi et al. 2010) and confuse this SED. If the companion dominates, the K$_S$, V and B absolute magnitudes (at $\sim 3.5$ kpc; Shaposhnikov et al. 2010) and H–K$_S$ colour are consistent with an F star (Ruelas-Mayorga 1991). Since the star is suggested to be later than G5V (Section 3.8), and the optical flux continued to fade, the star probably did not dominate the NIR here. This SED is revisited in Sections 3.3 and 3.6.

In a paper in preparation, Jonker et al. report radio monitoring with the EVLA around the time of the VLT/VISIR observations: $< 100 \mu$Jy at 4.6 GHz and $< 120 \mu$Jy at 7.9 GHz on 2010 July 13 (MJD 55390.2; 3σ upper limits), and 75 $\pm$ 20 $\mu$Jy at 8.4 GHz on 2010 July 20 (MJD 55397.2). These are shown in SEDs [7] and [8] in Fig. 3. The array was in its most compact ‘D’ configuration for all observations, and the angular resolution was $\sim 7.5''$ at 8.4 GHz, which is insufficient to distinguish the core jet from downstream shocks. The whole bandwidth at a single frequency was required to detect XTE J1752–223, so spectral constraints were not possible. Downstream jet shocks (rather than a core jet) like those seen at earlier times in the outburst (Yang et al. 2010; Miller-Jones et al. 2011) therefore cannot be empirically ruled out. However, the deceleration of the jet components was already observed up until MJD 55253 (Yang et al. 2010) and these components continued to fade, and the core jet returned and brightened over the soft to hard transition around MJD 55311, becoming brighter than the previously launched ejecta (Yang et al. 2011). Further external shocks are unlikely since the bulk of the energy had already been dissipated in the first set of decelerating shocks, so it is likely that the radio emission seen by the EVLA is dominated by the reigned core jet.

An optical R-band detection with FT was made 0.2 d after the VLT/VISIR observation on 2010 July 11. Although the latter radio detection was nine days after our mid-IR observations, FT V,R,i′ observations within 24 hours of the radio detection confirm the source was at a similar optical flux level on these two dates (SEDs [7] and [8]; this is after the rapid optical fade between MJD 55379 and 55388). In the hard state, the radio and optical luminosities are known to be correlated and powered by the mass accretion rate (e.g. Fender 2001; Gallo et al. 2003; Homan et al. 2005; Russell et al. 2006). Therefore, the radio flux on the date of the VISIR observations is likely to be similar to that measured on 2010 July 20. The radio detection and our mid-IR upper limits infer a jet spectral index from radio to mid-IR of $\alpha_{\text{radio,midIR}} < 0.25$. The radio to optical (R-band) spectral index is $\alpha_{\text{radio,optical}} = 0.11 \pm 0.04$.

Broadband spectra of BHXB jets at low luminosities have only been constrained in a few systems, so these measurements provide a useful addition (the radio to mid-IR $\Delta\lambda_{\text{obs}}$ spectral index of A0620–00 in quiescence is $\alpha \sim 0.22$; Gallo et al. 2007). From our SEDs of XTE J1752–223 we
can conclude that either the optically thick jet spectrum is not highly inverted ($\alpha < 0.25$) or the jet break between optically thick and optically thin synchrotron lies at longer wavelengths than $8.6\mu m$. At a putative distance of $3.5 \pm 0.4$ kpc (Shaposhnikov et al. 2010), the radio detection would correspond to an X-ray luminosity of $\sim 2 \times 10^{32}$ erg s$^{-1}$ (2–10 keV) if it were to follow the X-ray–radio correlation of hard state BHXBs (Gallo et al. 2003). This would correspond to a possible bolometric luminosity (see Migliari & Fender 2006) of $\sim 10^{-5}L_{\odot}$ at this time (adopting a BH mass of $\sim 10 M_{\odot}$; Shaposhnikov et al. 2010). However, it is worth noting that XTE J1752–223 is a radio-quiet BHXB (a number of radio-quiet BHXBs have now been reported; e.g. Calvelo et al. 2011, Coriat et al. 2011, Soleri & Fender 2011). The 2 mJy radio detection in the initial hard state (Brocksopp et al. 2009) on MJD 55136 is $\sim$ one order of magnitude too faint at this X-ray flux (which we take from Fig. 2) to lie on the canonical radio–X-ray correlation of BHXBs.

### 3.3 Separating the disc and jet emission

An additional method to assess a possible synchrotron jet contribution in the hard state decay of the outburst was presented in Russell et al. (2010a). There, in the BHXB XTE J1550–564 the OIR light curve was described by an exponential decay in the soft state (see Section 3.2). The excess may be jet emission, which is expected to make a contribution in the hard state (see Section 3.4), the optical excess and the X-ray count rate both brightening simultaneously with the X-ray light curve, which drops rapidly at this time (Fig. 1).

The exponential decay is likely to be due to the fading accretion disc, which has a blue SED, as measured in the soft state (see Section 3.2). The excess may be jet emission, which is expected to make a contribution in the hard state but not in the soft state. The disc component eventually fades faster than the extrapolation of the exponential decay since the data at late times appear to lie below this extrapolation. This may result from a decreasing outer disc temperature and/or a lack of irradiating photons ionizing the disc at these low luminosities. The latter is consistent with the X-ray light curve, which drops rapidly at this time (Fig. 1).

Remarkably, the morphology of the optical light curve of the excess is very similar to the simultaneous X-ray 3–20 keV light curve (shown overplotted in Fig. 4b). The X-ray flare is simultaneous with the optical excess, and it is immediately apparent that the two are correlated (see also Section 3.4), the optical excess and the X-ray count rate both brightening rapidly after MJD 55321 which appears, in most cases to be uncorrelated
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then fading together (Fig. 4b). The spectral index of the optical excess seems to be redder than the disc component (see Section 3.2), and could be variable (Fig. 4c). However, the three optical filters only cover 0.14 orders of magnitude in frequency and any short term variability could dominate the individual SEDs since observations in the three wavebands were not strictly simultaneous. The average spectral index of the excess during the main flare, taking into account errors, is $\alpha = -0.16 \pm 0.29$. This slightly favours a flat spectrum, self-absorbed jet ($\alpha \sim 0.0$, as is expected between radio and IR) rather than an optically thin jet ($\alpha \sim -0.6$).

Just before the main flare, when the excess is significant but its spectral index is redder; $\alpha = -3 \pm 1$. The spectral index of the OIR jet in XTE J1550–564 was found to start quite red, $\alpha \sim -1.5$ then smoothly increase until it levelled off at $\alpha \sim -0.6$ in the declining hard state (Russell et al. 2010a). We find evidence for this to also be the case for XTE J1752–223 – the spectral index of the excess increases as it brightens. There is also evidence for a change of spectral index of the excess near the end of the flare. On MJD 55378, the NIR detections (Section 2.3) are around $\sim 1$ mJy (Fig. 3). If the exponentially decaying disc has a spectral index $\alpha \sim +1$ (Section 3.2), we estimate the disc flux would be around $\sim 20 – 30$ per cent of the observed NIR flux. This fraction will be lower if the disc does indeed fade faster than the exponential decay at these late times. Alternatively, this fraction could be higher if the disc reddens as it fades (e.g. Maitra & Bailyn 2008). Since irradiation is unlikely to be important (see above), we may expect a spectral index as low as $\alpha = +1/3$ for a standard disc. As a conservative estimate, we impose a limit $\alpha \geq 0.0$ for the disc and obtain an excess (non-disc) NIR flux of $0.75 \pm 0.39$ mJy in H-band and $0.44 \pm 0.37$ mJy in Ks-band. This yields a power law fit to the optical and NIR SED near the end of the flare of $\alpha = -1.0 \pm 0.3$ (shown in green in Fig. 4c), which appears to be redder than the average optical spectral index during the flare, $\alpha = -0.16 \pm 0.29$. Instead, the spectral index is more consistent with optically thin synchrotron, so the jet break may shift to lower frequencies near the end of the flare, possibly indicative of the jet losing power. This spectral index is also too red and/or too bright to be explained by an F or G-type star, so the companion cannot provide a strong contribution.

The optical flare is unlikely to be due to irradiation on the surface of the disc or the companion star. The mean spectral index of the flare is much redder than the Rayleigh–Jeans tail of the blackbody due to irradiation, for which we expect $\alpha = +2$. The peak of the blackbody due to irradiation would have to lie in the optical or at lower frequencies to explain the data. If this were the case, the temperature of such a blackbody would be $T_{bb} \leq 5300$ K. The optical luminosity ($V + R + i'$) of the excess when it is brightest is $(1.08 \pm 0.08) \times 10^{34}$ erg s$^{-1}$ and the X-ray (3–20 keV) luminosity from RXTE PCA at that time is $(3.61 \pm 0.04) \times 10^{35}$ erg s$^{-1}$ (at a distance of 3.5 kpc; Shaposhnikov et al. 2010), so $\geq 3$ per cent of the X-ray luminosity would have to be intercepted by the disc and efficiently reprocessed in the optical regime. This fraction is probably unphysically high; in other BHXBs an irradiation fraction has been measured, and is generally $\sim 0.3$ per cent or less (Gierliński, Done & Page 2009; Chiang et al. 2011; Zurita Heras et al. 2011). Irradiation therefore cannot easily explain the optical flare. The spectral index of the flare, and its appearance in the decaying hard state (similar to other BHXBs, like XTE J1550–564, GX 339–4 and 4U 1543–47; Jain et al. 2001; Buşton & Bailyn 2004; Coriat et al. 2009; Russell et al. 2010a) favour a jet origin. In Section 3.5 we assess the likelihood that the jet also produces the simultaneous X-ray flare.

### 3.4 Optical–X-ray correlations

It was shown that the jet flare in the decaying hard state has a similar light curve morphology to a simultaneous X-ray flare (Section 3.3; Fig. 4b). In Fig. 5 we show the optical excess flux (the flare) versus the X-ray count rate. Though the optical excess flux is not significantly correlated with the X-ray count rate (the Spearman rank coefficient of $0.79 \pm 0.11$ implies a significance of $1.1 \pm 0.3 \sigma$ for the eight data points), it can be fitted with the relation $F_{\nu,\text{optical excess}} \propto F_X^{0.72 \pm 0.12}$ (Fig. 5). The apparent correlation holds in the main flare observed after MJD 55340. Before this date the X-ray is still fading during the main part of the outburst, and the optical excess is not well correlated with X-ray.

If the optical excess originates in jet emission with a flat spectrum (as tentatively suggested above) in the self-absorbed regime that extends to radio frequencies, we would expect it to be correlated with the X-ray with a relation $F_{\nu,\text{optical jet}} \propto F_X^{0.7}$ (Falcke & Biermann 1995). Fender 2001, Markoff et al. 2003, Heinz & Sunyaev 2003 (Gallo et al. 2003, 2006; Kording et al. 2006). This relation is expected both if the X-ray emission originates in the inflow, or if it is synchrotron emission from the outflowing jet. The observed relation of $F_{\nu,\text{optical excess}} \propto F_X^{0.72 \pm 0.12}$ is closer to this value than two alternatives:
(van Paradijs & McClintock 1994). For a non-irradiated, viscously heated disc we expect correlation slopes on the order of what is observed, and shallower slopes for the redder bands, also as observed (Frank, King & Raine 2002; Russell et al. 2006). However, since the jet likely made a contribution in the fading hard state, this emission increased the optical flux, making the correlation appear shallower than if the disc alone was producing the emission. Subtracting the emission from the excess, we estimate correlations of \( F_\nu, V \propto F_X^{0.39 \pm 0.05} \), \( F_\nu, R \propto F_X^{0.40 \pm 0.06} \) and \( F_\nu, i' \propto F_X^{0.42 \pm 0.06} \) for V, R and i’, respectively. These slopes are now marginally consistent with an irradiated disc, but scatter in the correlations is introduced because while the optical (non-excess) disc was supposedly fading, the X-ray flux was increasing then fading in the aforementioned flare. We can therefore make no firm conclusions from the correlations in Fig. 6, except that the optical emission most likely originates in the accretion disc.

### 3.5 Constraints on the jet spectral break and the origin of the X-ray flare

The PCA X-ray spectra are well fit by a broken power law in the fading hard state (Section 2.5; Fig. 4e) except after MJD 55355, when a single power law provides a better approximation (the counts are also low in most of these late observations). The two power laws have photon indices \( \Gamma_1 \sim 2.0 \pm 0.2 \) (\( \alpha_1 \sim -1.0 \pm 0.2 \)) and \( \Gamma_2 \sim 1.5 \pm 0.2 \) for V, R and i’, respectively. These slopes are now marginally consistent with an irradiated disc, but scatter in the correlations is introduced because while the optical (non-excess) disc was supposedly fading, the X-ray flux was increasing then fading in the aforementioned flare. We can therefore make no firm conclusions from the correlations in Fig. 6, except that the optical emission most likely originates in the accretion disc.

\[ F_{\nu, \text{optical excess}} \propto F_X \], which is expected in the case of optically thin synchrotron in both optical and X-ray regimes, and \( F_{\nu, \text{optical excess}} \propto F_X^{0.2 - 0.5} \), as may be expected from an accretion disc (both the underlying viscous disc and the irradiated disc; van Paradijs & McClintock 1994; Russell et al. 2006). We caution that the slope of the correlation is sensitive to the flux of the optical excess at low levels at the end of the flare, which assumes the extrapolation of the exponential decay in Fig. 4 is valid.

The total observed optical emission is shown to correlate with the X-ray emission (Fig. 6). Here we extend the optical–X-ray correlations seen by C11 (using Swift XRT and UVOT data) to lower luminosities with the FT data. The optical flux in each filter is correlated with the X-ray flux with a relation \( \log(\text{RXTE PCA PCU2; cps; 3-20 keV}) \propto \log(\text{RXTE PCA PCU2; cps; 3-20 keV}) \). The shallowest relation is observed in the redder bands, \( \log(\text{RXTE PCA PCU2; cps; 3-20 keV}) \). The two power laws have photon indices \( \alpha_v \). For a non-irradiated, viscously heated disc we expect correlation slopes on the order of what is observed, and shallower slopes for the redder bands, also as observed (Frank, King & Raine 2002; Russell et al. 2006). However, since the jet likely made a contribution in the fading hard state, this emission increased the optical flux, making the correlation appear shallower than if the disc alone was producing the emission. Subtracting the emission from the excess, we estimate correlations of \( F_{\nu, V} \propto F_X^{0.39 \pm 0.05} \), \( F_{\nu, R} \propto F_X^{0.40 \pm 0.06} \) and \( F_{\nu, i'} \propto F_X^{0.42 \pm 0.06} \) for V, R and i’, respectively. These slopes are now marginally consistent with an irradiated disc, but scatter in the correlations is introduced because while the optical (non-excess) disc was supposedly fading, the X-ray flux was increasing then fading in the aforementioned flare. We can therefore make no firm conclusions from the correlations in Fig. 6, except that the optical emission most likely originates in the accretion disc.

### Figure 6. X-ray versus optical (total, disc plus jet) count rates for the four optical wavebands. For comparison the same scale is used for all plots. The UVOT data are from the first half of the outburst, the Faulkes data are from the second half (there is some overlap).
also Stiele et al. (2011). The spectral index between the optical excess and the X-ray 3–20 keV flux is $\alpha = -0.51$ at the peak of the flare (around MJD $\sim 55360$). For optically thin synchrotron emission we expect $-0.8 \leq \alpha \leq -0.5$ depending on the lepton energy distribution in the jet. If both X-ray flux and optical excess originate in the jet, the measured spectral indices at optical ($\alpha = -0.16 \pm 0.29$), and X-ray energies and between the two ($\alpha = -0.51$) suggest an optically thick-to-thin spectral break in the UV, blueward of V-band. The optical spectral index is poorly constrained however, and appears to be optically thin near the end of the flare (Section 3.3). Alternatively, the X-ray flux may not be dominated by the jet emission, and the high energy cut-off in the jet spectrum may lie below 3 keV, outside the RXTE range.

The synchrotron jet cannot produce the majority of the X-ray flux before MJD $\sim 55340$ (before the X-ray flare) because the optical jet emission is faint before that date, whereas the X-ray flux is bright (Fig. 4b). Instead, the X-ray power law probably originates in the Compton upscattering of soft photons on hot electrons in the corona before MJD $\sim 55340$. After this date, the X-ray flare is contemporaneous with the optical jet flare, and a separate power law from the jet may explain the 40 day flare, becoming brighter than the corona power law.

We see from Fig. 4d and 4e that no abrupt changes in the X-ray rms variability amplitude, nor the X-ray spectrum are seen around MJD 55340. There is a clear increase in the rms variability over the state transition, well before the jet flare. There is an intriguing jump in the rms, from $\sim 20$ per cent to $\sim 26$ per cent around MJD 55325, during the hard state decay but before the flare. There are some apparent variations of the power law indices but no clear change around MJD 55340. After this, there is no obvious change in the energy of the break between the two power laws, which appears to be fit well using a break energy of $\sim 6$–10 keV before and during the flare.

We also binned the PCA data over a longer time period to gain signal-to-noise and decrease errors in the fit parameters. We combined data in the intervals MJD 55321 – 55334 (before the flare) and MJD 55352 – 55356 (during the flare, at similar flux levels). The resulting power law fits (shown as black circles and green squares in Fig. 4e) are very similar; $\Gamma_{1} = 2.00^{+0.04}_{-0.04}$; $\Gamma_{2} = 1.51^{+0.02}_{-0.03}$; break energy $\sim 6.5$ keV for the first interval, and $\Gamma_{1} = 2.00^{+0.06}_{-0.06}$; $\Gamma_{2} = 1.48^{+0.06}_{-0.05}$; break energy $\sim 6.6$ keV for the second interval. Either the corona and jet both have very similar X-ray properties, or the X-ray corona and optical jet brightened and faded simultaneously.

It was shown by Casella et al. (2010) that IR light from the jet of GX 339–4 was positively correlated with the X-ray flux, with an IR lag of 100 ms with respect to X-ray (from simultaneous observations made in the hard state). Perturbations in the accretion flow are likely to affect the jet variability, so it is not surprising that the X-ray properties of the corona (if the X-rays originate in the corona) and jet are similar. If the observational differences between jet and corona are subtle, it is difficult to distinguish between them without multi-wavelength data. One way to differentiate between the two may be X-ray polarization. The jet will be strongly polarized if the poloidal magnetic field in the emitting region is fairly ordered (see Section 3.7).

Conversely, the corona is likely to be more chaotic, with no strong net magnetic field orientation.

In the X-ray jet scenario, the appearance of the jet in the fading hard state is actually more prominent at X-ray energies than it was for XTE J1550–564 because the X-ray flux is seen as a flare, increasing and decreasing in intensity. With XTE J1550–564, the flare was visible as an excess above the decaying corona component. However, in XTE J1550–564 the case for the jet dominating the X-ray luminosity was strengthened by the linear correlation between OIR jet and X-ray flux, which favoured a single power law producing the whole OIR–X-ray spectrum. Here, the optical–X-ray data of XTE J1752–223 favour a broken power law. Whatever the origin of the X-ray flare, it correlates well with the jet emitting in the optical.

Any constraint on the position of the optically thick-to-thin jet spectral break would benefit our understanding of jet physics, since the break directly relates to the magnetic field in the flow and the total radiative jet power of BHXBs. A jet spectral break in the UV would imply a stronger jet than commonly assumed in BHXBs; constraints currently place the jet break in the infrared (Migliari et al. 2011; Rahoui et al. 2011; Gandhi et al. 2011), however breaks in the optical are favoured when modelling the broadband SEDs of some BHXBs (e.g. Migliari et al. 2007). Robust estimates of the total luminosity of the jet are also difficult to achieve due to the uncertain position of the high energy cooling break in the jet spectrum. Here, the jet break in XTE J1752–223 resides in the IR at the end of the jet flare since we see optically thin emission in the OIR. Before then, the break is unconstrained but weak evidence suggests it moves to spectral regimes as high as optical or UV.

3.6 Spectral energy distributions of the jet

In Section 3.3 we showed that the optical flare was due to jet emission, and we isolated the jet and disc emission during the hard state outburst decay. Since radio observations were made during this time (Brockopp et al. 2009, Yang et al. 2010, Miller-Jones et al. 2011), we can construct SEDs of the jet component from radio to optical, which are presented
in Fig. 7. The jet was detected at radio frequencies in the hard state rise before the state transitions, but not unambiguously at OIR frequencies (black crosses in Fig. 7); the radio to NIR jet spectral index is $\alpha \approx +0.02$ at this time.

One radio detection of $0.25 \pm 0.08$ mJy at 8.4 GHz was made near the peak of the optical flare (Miller-Jones et al. 2011), and we constrain the radio to optical jet spectral index to be $\alpha = +0.05_{-0.03}^{+0.05}$ during the flare. The optical (i’ to V-band) spectral index of the flare is $\alpha = -0.16 \pm 0.29$ (Section 3.3), consistent with the radio to optical spectral index within errors; further evidence that the optically thick (self absorbed) jet spectrum may extend even into the UV. The extrapolation of the X-ray power law to lower frequencies also favours a jet spectral break in the UV. However, the NIR to optical spectral index of the jet near the end of the flare is $\alpha = -1.0 \pm 0.3$ (green power law in Fig. 7), implying a dramatic change in the jet spectrum as the flare fades. A blackbody with a temperature of 2700 K (if main sequence this would be an M class star) is shown in the SED (green curve in Fig. 7) that may approximate the NIR–optical non-disc emission, but the companion cannot account for a large fraction of the NIR emission (Section 3.3). Instead, the spectral index of $\alpha = -1.0 \pm 0.3$ is consistent with optically thin synchrotron emission.

3.7 Polarization of the jet

Optically thin synchrotron emission from X-ray binary jets can be polarized, depending on the magnetic field configuration in the emitting region. Observationally, radio emission can be linearly polarized by tens of per cent, possibly from the formation of shocks downstream in the jets (e.g. Fender et al. 2002; Brocksopp et al. 2007). The compact, core jet emits optically thin synchrotron emission at OIR frequencies during hard states, and this may be polarized at a level of a few per cent (as found in some XBs; e.g. Shahbaz et al. 2008; Russell & Fender 2008). The SEDs in Fig. 7 suggest this optically thin jet emission dominates the infrared emission during a time in the hard state in which we measure a linear polarization of $P_H < 30$ per cent in both H and K$_S$-bands. This implies the magnetic field near the base of the jet is at least moderately tangled (a highly ordered field would give up to 70 per cent polarization for optically thin synchrotron emission; Rybicki & Lightman 1973, Björnsson & Blumenthal 1982). This is consistent with the fairly tangled (and sometimes variable) magnetic fields reported in other X-ray binaries from OIR linear polarization measurements (Shahbaz et al. 2008; Russell & Fender 2003; Russell et al. 2011a) but differs from the highly ordered magnetic field recently claimed from $\gamma$-ray polarization of Cygnus X–1 (Laurent et al. 2011).

3.8 Orbital period constraints

The quiescent magnitudes of XTE J1752–223 are $B \geq 20.6$, $V \geq 21.1$, $R \geq 19.5$, $i' \geq 19.2$. Using the empirical relation between V-band outburst amplitude (which is $> 4.1$ mag) and orbital period $P$ of Shahbaz & Kunikera (1998; which was found to exist for $P < 1$ d), we estimate the orbital period of XTE J1752–223 is likely to be $< 22.1$ h (unless the system has a high inclination to the line of sight, in which case the projected surface area of the disc may be smaller so the disc would appear fainter). At $3.5 \pm 0.4$ kpc (as suggested by Shaposhnikov et al. 2010), the quiescent absolute magnitude is $M_V > 5.3$, which implies the donor star may be later than G5V (Cox 2000), also consistent with a short orbital period. Alternatively the system may harbour a faint subgiant companion, as suggested for other BHXBs (King 1993; Muñoz-Darias, Casares & Martínez-Pais 2008).

We caution that the spectral type estimate assumes the distance, orbital period and extinction are all correct within errors. In addition, according to Lasota (2008), the X-ray luminosity of XTE J1752–223 is expected to be low in quiescence ($L_X < 3 \times 10^{31}$ erg s$^{-1}$; 0.5–10 keV) given its short orbital period.

We also remark that if the (possibly irradiated) companion star makes any contribution to the optical emission during the outburst decay, it could introduce periodic variability on a timescale of the orbital period. We cannot test for a period from these data however, due to the complexity of the long-term variability trends, uncertain rapid variability from the irradiated disc and/or the jet, and signal-to-noise ratio limitations.

4 SUMMARY

We have presented multi-wavelength observations of the BHXB XTE J1752–223 during its 2009–2010 outburst. Monitoring of the outburst decay in several optical filters revealed a slowly fading optical counterpart, which at late times dropped more rapidly towards quiescence. We are able to separate the disc and jet emission during the hard state decay. A blue optical spectrum, exponentially decaying in four filters can be described by a (possibly irradiated) accretion disc.

A redder 40 day optical flare is found to be most likely associated with synchrotron emission from the jet, and is contemporaneous with an X-ray flare of very similar light curve morphology, suggesting a common origin. Either the X-ray flare also originates in the jet, or the corona and jet are closely correlated during the flare. If the jet produces the X-ray flare, the jet and corona both have close to identical X-ray timing and spectral properties.

We also present the first mid-IR observations and the first NIR polarimetry of XTE J1752–223, near the end of the jet flare. The NIR flux is not strongly linearly polarized (we measure $< 30$ per cent). If the synchrotron emission is optically thin (as implied by the SEDs), this suggests a magnetic field that is not highly ordered in the inner regions of the jet close to the black hole (in the optically thick regime the polarization would be reduced). The companion star may make a low level contribution to the NIR flux. The radio to optical jet spectrum is approximately flat. The jet break between optically thick and optically thin synchrotron emission resides in the IR near the end of the flare, but there is some evidence to suggest this break may shift to higher frequencies (optical or UV) at the peak of the jet flare (higher frequencies than usually found). This may result from a changing jet power, that increases then decreases as the jet brightens and fades.

The quiescent magnitudes of the optical counterpart are $B \geq 20.6$, $V \geq 21.1$, $R \geq 19.5$, $i' \geq 19.2$. From the optical
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